
Don’t miss the Avnet Technology Showcase! This unique 
Showcase includes 18 interactive industry leading supplier 
booths and 12 supplier led classes. Learn about a wide span 
of technology featuring Sensor Technology, IoT, Connectivity, 
Microcontrollers, Wireless Technology, Motor Control and more. 

AGENDA

Time Description Location

8:00am – 5:00pm Registration Main Hall

8:45am – 9:00am Opening Remarks Main Hall

9:00am – 9:50am Laird: Antenna Design for your wireless implementation

ISSI: Designing with switching LED current regulators

Room 1

Room 2

9:00am – 11:50am Avnet: 15 ways your product launch could fail; 1 Partner who 
can help launch you into success!

Room 3

10:00am – 10:50am Samtec: To 25 Gbps and Beyond – High-Speed Design 
Techniques for Next-Gen Data Rates

TE: Next Generation POE and Ethernet Connectivity from 
PCB to Application Interfaces 

Room 1

Room 2

11:00am - 11:50 am ST: How to easily implement GNSS in your design

Broadcom: Broadcom Avnet Abstract: Advances in Optical 
Components for Industrial Sensing, and Communication

Room 1

Room 2

11:50am – 1:00pm Lunch Main Hall

1:00pm – 1:50pm Microchip: Create Secure Connected Applications in a 
Single Click with Microchip’s AVR and PIC IoT Development 
Boards for Google Cloud

Dialog: Dialog Semiconductor featuring GreenPAK™ 
Configurable Mixed Signal ICs

Room 1

Room 2

1:00pm –3:50pm Avnet: Electronics for Buyers/Beginners Room 3

2:00pm – 2:50pm Infineon: Navigating Your Wireless Charging design

Xilinx: Machine learning on an FPGA platform

Room 1

Room 2

3:00pm – 3:50pm NXP: Increasing Performance and Capabilities while Reducing 
BOM Cost

ON Semi: Autonomous and Electric Vehicles 

Room 1

Room 2

4:00pm – 5:30pm Closing Remarks, Happy Hour & Raffle Main Hall

EVENT DETAILS

May 23, 2019
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CLASS TOPICS

Vendor Topic Abstract

Avnet IoT 15 ways your product launch could fail; 
1 Partner who can help launch you into 
success!

The path from idea to finished product is narrow and full of obstacles – Is the market ready? Have you reached the perfect ratio of 
cost and quality? Are you confident you’ve selected the best manufacturing partner? Even established companies can find themselves 
wondering if they’re adrift alone in a vast ocean of uncertainty. Cast your lifeline over to the Avnet crew and let us walk you through 
some case studies demonstrating our broad product development capabilities and the lessons we’ve learned along the way!

Avnet Electronics 
for Buyers

Electronics for Buyers/Beginners "This class will explore the basic principles, terminology, components, how circuits are designed, and assembly.  
This class is perfect for anyone with little to no knowledge of electronics principles, electronic components, and who interact with 
them on a regular basis. This class is perfect for Buyers, Planners, Assembly, Inspection/Quality, and anyone with general interest in 
electronics. This class is NOT for anyone who has any formal or mid-level understanding of electronic systems."

Broadcom Broadcom Avnet Abstract: Advances 
in Optical Components for Industrial 
Sensing, and Communication

This technical session will feature advances in optical technology that has enabled the development of Solid State Silicon Photo-
Multipliers (SiPM), miniature spectrometers, Time of Flight Sensors, delivering electrical power of multi-mode optical fiber, as well as 
RGB, UV, IR, and Heart Rate sensing.  Sensing fundamentals and techniques will be presented as well as live demos of various sensors.

Dialog 
Semiconductor

Dialog Semiconductor featuring 
GreenPAK™ Configurable Mixed Signal 
ICs

Dialog Semiconductor will introduce GreenPAK: industry-leading mixed signal configurable ICs that provide a unique combination of 
wide functionality, high flexibility, and low cost. Engineers tasked with improving integration, power consumption, time to market and 
reliability while reducing costs. Engineers will be able to successfully integrate many separate functions on a PCB into one IC which 
offers enhanced security and differentiation while reducing cost and improving reliability. With GreenPAK, devices can be easily 
programmed or reprogrammed by the user and support many common functional building blocks. Attendees of this class will watch 
from start to finish how easy it is to get a GreenPAK device up and running and take home one of their own!

Infineon Navigating Your Wireless Charging 
design

Wireless charging is rapidly rising in popularity for devices such as smartphones, watches, headphones, and other consumer products.  
Infineon Technologies and Spark Connected have partnered to offer industry leading solutions for these applications.  This session will 
cover differences between the Qi and AirFuel Alliance wireless charging standards, foreign object detection, one-to-one and multi-
device charging.  Also discussed is the best-in-class EMI performance of the Infineon Technologies/Spark Connected automotive 
solution.  The presentation includes a hands-on demonstration of the Infineon automotive solution for wireless charging including its 
unequaled foreign object detection.

ISSI Designing with switching LED current 
regulators

Switching regulators are great for high current LED applications but their switching topology may create EMI concerns.  ISSI will discuss 
ways to mitigate using PCB design and component selection.

Laird/LSR Antenna Design for your wireless 
implementation

Join us to learn more about what to consider regarding antenna selection, placement, and performance expectations, and 
certification ramifications when implementing wireless in your product.

Microchip Create Secure Connected Applications 
in a Single Click with Microchip’s AVR 
and PIC IoT Development Boards for 
Google Cloud

Microchip announced a new Internet of Things (IoT) rapid development board as part of an expanded partnership with Google 
Cloud, enabling designers to prototype connected devices within minutes. The AVR-IoT and PIC-IoT Development Boards combine 
microcontroller (MCU), a CryptoAuthentication™ secure element IC and a fully certified Wi-Fi® network controller to provide a simple 
and effective way to connect embedded applications.  In this class, you will learn how to connect this hardware to Google IoT Core 
in less than a minute while adhering to solid security practices.  Once connected, Google Cloud IoT Core makes it easy to collect, 
process and analyze data to inform decisions at scale.  

NXP Increasing Performance and 
Capabilities while Reducing BOM Cost

Marketing brainiacs are constantly challenging engineering to do more with less - add a smartphone-like GUI, make it adapt with 
machine learning, connect to the cloud, support a new operating system, and the list goes on and on. Late development feature creep 
is inevitable and is always followed by the caveat - reduce the cost by 20%, shrink the size by 10%, etc. 

ON Semiconductor Autonomous and Electric Vehicles This course will highlight system topologies of electrified powertrain and Autonomous vehicle functions including traction inverters, 
On Board Chargers, Auxillary systems, DC/DC converters, Imaging, Radar, Lidar, and V2X applications. In addition, this course will focus 
on system design considerations and how ON’s technologies can offer competitive advantages in performance. 

Samtec To 25 Gbps and Beyond – High-Speed 
Design Techniques for Next-Gen Data 
Rates

High-speed data transmission is not limited to the data center.  Whether 5G, PCIe Gen 4/5, 25GbE/100GbE or USB 3.x, high-
speed data rates are commonly found in automotive, industrial, medical, and mil/aero applications.  Design engineers and product 
developers are challenged with balancing increasing throughput, scalability and density demands with concerns such as power 
consumption, signal integrity, cost and time-to-market. Samtec helps address these challenges with industry-leading expertise in 
high-performance interconnect design, system optimization, and innovative strategies and technologies for the demands of next 
generation data transmission.

STMicroelectronics How to easily implement GNSS in your 
design

In this class, STM will introduce you to GNSS signals & constellations and how to use the in your design. STM's Teseo3 chipset and LIV3F 
module, Teseo Suite, and included feature sets will make adding GNSS to your design a smooth process.

TE Next Generation POE and Ethernet 
Connectivity from PCB to Application 
Interfaces

"New IoT applications and connectivity are driving Power over Ethernet (PoE) and Gigabit Ethernet connections from the board level 
to IP69K application requirements. Find out what’s new and coming with ubiquitous M12 connections, a new IEC push-pull M12 industry 
standard, RJ45 PoE connectors with magnetics for Gb Ethernet, and requirements for connecting to all your industrial networks. 
Keywords: IIoT, Gigabyte Ethernet, IP69K, PoE, RJ45 with Magnetics, M12, L-coding, IEC 61076-2-109"

Xilinx Machine learning on an FPGA platform Xilinx will be discussing how to best utilize architectural advantages such as power efficiency,  throughput, and performance with small 
integers when implementing a machine learning design with Xilinx. The many tools available to optimize your design will be reviewed.


